Primary Fraction Coloring – (Worksheet 6)

Color in the following fraction figures as directed.

Color \(\frac{1}{3}\) of these blue.

Color \(\frac{1}{6}\) of these yellow.

Color \(\frac{2}{3}\) of these green.

Color \(\frac{1}{4}\) of these blue.

Color \(\frac{1}{2}\) of these orange.

Color \(\frac{3}{4}\) of these brown.

Color \(\frac{1}{9}\) of these green.

Color \(\frac{1}{3}\) of these red.

Color \(\frac{2}{3}\) of these purple.

Color \(\frac{1}{3}\) of these yellow.

Color \(\frac{1}{5}\) of these red.

Color \(\frac{2}{5}\) of these brown.
Key to Primary Fraction Coloring – (Worksheet 6)

Color in the following fraction figures as directed.

Color $\frac{1}{3}$ of these blue.

Color $\frac{1}{6}$ of these yellow.

Color $\frac{2}{3}$ of these green.

Color $\frac{1}{4}$ of these blue.

Color $\frac{1}{2}$ of these orange.

Color $\frac{3}{4}$ of these brown.

Color $\frac{1}{9}$ of these green.

Color $\frac{1}{3}$ of these red.

Color $\frac{2}{3}$ of these purple.

Color $\frac{1}{3}$ of these yellow.

Color $\frac{1}{5}$ of these red.

Color $\frac{2}{5}$ of these brown.